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Multidisciplinary interobserver agreement in
the diagnosis of idiopathic pulmonary
fibrosis
M. Thomeer*,#, M. Demedts*, J. Behr", R. Buhl+, U. Costabel1, C.D.R. Flowere,
J. Verschakelen*, F. Laurent**, A.G. Nicholson##, E.K. Verbeken*, F. Capron"",
M. Sardina++, G. Corvasce++ and I. Lankhorst++, and the Idiopathic Pulmonary
Fibrosis International Group Exploring N-Acetylcysteine I Annual (IFIGENIA)
study group

ABSTRACT: The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the accuracy of the diagnosis of
idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) by respiratory physicians in six European countries, and to
calculate the interobserver agreement between high-resolution computed tomography reviewers
and histology reviewers in IPF diagnosis.
The diagnosis of usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP) was assessed by a local investigator,
following the American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory Society consensus statement, and
confirmed when a minimum of two out of three expert reviewers from each expert panel agreed
with the diagnosis. The level of agreement between readers within each expert panel was
calculated by weighted kappa.
The diagnosis of UIP was confirmed by the expert panels in 87.2% of cases. A total of 179
thoracic high-resolution computed tomography scans were independently reviewed, and an
interobserver agreement of 0.40 was found. Open or thoracoscopic lung biopsy was performed in
97 patients, 82 of whom could be reviewed by the expert committee. The weighted kappa between
histology readers was 0.30.
It is concluded that, although the level of agreement between the readers within each panel was
only fair to moderate, the overall accuracy of a clinical diagnosis of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis
in expert centres is good (87.2%).
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Patients with IPF show worse survival than those
with other types of idiopathic interstitial pneumonia [2–4]. Since the diagnosis of IPF depends
upon the expertise of the pathologist and radiologist, it is important that the clinician knows

the diagnostic accuracy of thoracic HRCT and of
lung biopsy in UIP. Various studies have calculated the accuracy of thoracic HRCT in fibrotic
lung diseases [5–7], evaluated interobserver
agreement for the diagnosis of different thoracic
HRCT patterns (e.g. ground-glass and reticular
pattern) [8, 9] in patients with biopsy-proven
nonspecific interstitial pneumonia (NSIP) or UIP
[3], or in different forms of interstitial lung
disease [10, 11]. Studies on interobserver agreement amongst pathologists are sparse [12], and
only one study with a multicentric prospective
design has addressed the issue of diagnostic
accuracy in UIP in relation to both radiologist
and pathologist [7]. No study has addressed this
issue in view of the new American Thoracic
Society (ATS)/European Respiratory Society
(ERS) consensus criteria [1]. Therefore, the aim
of the present study was to evaluate the
diagnostic accuracy of respiratory physicians in
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diopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is a
specific form of a chronic fibrosing interstitial
pneumonia limited to the lung, and is
typically characterised by the histological appearance of usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP) on
open or thoracoscopic lung biopsy (OLB and
TLB, respectively) [1]. The clinical diagnosis of
IPF is based on the exclusion of known causes of
interstitial lung disease, a restrictive lung function pattern with impaired gas exchange and the
presence of a typical pattern of bibasilar reticular
abnormalities with minimal ground-glass opacities on thoracic high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) [1].
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IPF, and to calculate the interobserver agreement between HRCT
reviewers and histology reviewers in the diagnosis of UIP.
METHODS
Patients
All of the patients presented in the current study were
included in the Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis International
Group Exploring N-Acetylcysteine I Annual (IFIGENIA) trial
[13]. The IFIGENIA trial is a European prospective doubleblind placebo-controlled trial studying the effect of high-dose
N-acetylcysteine in combination with standard therapy (prednisone and azathioprine) in patients with IPF. Following the
judgment of a local investigator, patients were included if the
diagnosis of IPF was based on the international consensus
criteria [1], and they were aged 18–75 yrs. Newly diagnosed
(,6 months) as well as previously diagnosed (.6 months)
patients were considered for the study. The IFIGENIA trial
was approved by the local ethical committee of the participating centres and every patient signed their informed consent.
HRCT scanning protocol
HRCT of the thorax was performed in the supine position
during breath-holding at full inspiration, with 1 or 1.5-mmthick sections at 1-cm intervals throughout the entire thorax.
Images were reconstructed using a high-frequency algorithm
at window levels appropriate for the pulmonary parenchyma
(mean -500– -700 HU; width 1,400–2,000 HU). No intravenous
contrast was administered.
Review by the radiology committee
The local investigator provided copies of the original HRCT
scan and sent these to the international trial coordinator (G.
Corvasce). A copy was sent to each of the three members of the
radiology committee (C.D.R. Flower, F. Laurent and J.
Verschakelen). The copies of the HRCT scans were reviewed
independently without knowledge of clinical, physiological or
pathological parameters. The international trial coordinator
ensured that the three members of the radiology committee
(reviewers A, B and C) were unaware of the patient’s identity.
Each member of the committee confirmed the diagnosis of UIP
on thoracic HRCT based on the criteria of the international
consensus statement [1]. The degree of confidence in the
diagnosis was recorded in terms of the scan being very
suggestive, probable or unlikely for the diagnosis. The UIP
diagnosis on thoracic HRCT was confirmed if the scan was
scored as very suggestive or probable for UIP, and rejected if it
was scored as unlikely. If disagreement occurred between the
three members of the radiology committee, the UIP diagnosis
agreed by the majority of the three members was accepted as
definite.
Review of lung biopsy specimens by the histology
committee
The diagnosis of UIP according to the criteria of the ATS/ERS
consensus classification [1] was assessed by an independent
panel of three pathology experts (A.G. Nicholson, E.K.
Verbeken and F. Capron). The local investigator sent OLB or
TLB slides to the international trial coordinator, who blinded
the cases and sent them to two members of the pathology
review committee (reviewers D and E). All slides were graded
as being very suggestive, probable or unlikely for the diagnosis
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of UIP. For each observer, the UIP diagnosis on lung biopsy
was confirmed if the slide was scored as very suggestive or
probable for UIP and rejected if it was scored as unlikely. If the
two reviewers disagreed as to diagnosis of UIP, the slides were
sent to the third member of the pathology committee (reviewer
F) and assessed in an identical fashion. The diagnosis agreed
by the majority of the three members was accepted as final.
The slides were reviewed independently without knowledge
of clinical or physiological parameters.
Definite diagnosis of UIP
The diagnosis of UIP was rejected when one or both
committees did not confirm a diagnosis of UIP.
Statistics
Weighted kappa coefficients (kw) were used to measure the
level of interobserver agreement. The kw were calculated using
a method recommended for comparing level of agreement
with categorical data [14], along with their respective 95%
confidence intervals (CIs).
RESULTS
A total of 36 local investigators from six European countries
were included (table 1), giving 179 HRCT scans and 82 OLB or
TLB specimens for review.
Radiology reviewer A reviewed 178 HRCT scans (one scan was
never reviewed), reviewer B 176 (two scans were judged
uninterpretable and one was never reviewed) and reviewer C
176 (two scans were judged uninterpretable and one was never
reviewed; fig. 1). After combining the observations of all three
radiologists, the 532 HRCT observations were judged to be
unlikely in 67 (12.6%) cases, probable in 203 (38.2%) and very
suggestive in 258 (48.5%) for the diagnosis of UIP. For four
(0.8%) observations, the HRCT scan was judged to be
uninterpretable because of lack of quality. A total of 238
HRCT observations could be correlated with the results of lung
biopsy. When the HRCT scans were judged to be unlikely,
probable and very suggestive for UIP, 67.5, 84.4 and 91.7%,
respectively, of the corresponding lung biopsy specimens were
positive for UIP (fig. 2).
All 82 biopsy specimens (44 OLB and 38 TLB) were sent to the
international trial coordinator for review by pathology
reviewers D and E. After combining the observations of the
three histology reviewers, the 178 OLB/TLB observations were
judged to be unlikely in 33 (18.5%) cases, probable in 66
(37.1%) and very suggestive in 76 (42.7%) for the diagnosis of
UIP. For three (1.7%) observations, the biopsy slide was judged
to be uninterpretable. Reviewer D reviewed all 82 OLB/TLB
specimens and reviewer E 79 (three were judged uninterpretable). Histology reviewer F was solicited to review 14 biopsy
slides (fig. 1).
In 12.8% of the patients, the diagnosis of UIP was rejected by at
least one review committee (table 1; fig. 1). The diagnosis of
UIP was confirmed by the pathology review committee for
84% of the 82 OLB/TLB specimens. The diagnosis of UIP on
HRCT was confirmed for 92.7% of the 165 HRCT scans (fig. 1).
Table 2 summarises the level of agreement between the three
different HRCT reviewers; kw ranged 0.33–0.46. No important
differences in kw were seen within the different subgroups.
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Diagnosis of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) in different subgroups

TABLE 1

IPF by HRCT
Absent

Subjects n

UIP by OLB/TLB

Present

Absent

179

Definite diagnosis#

Present

Absent

82

Present

179

Belgium

2 (10.0)

18 (90.0)

1 (8.3)

11 (91.7)

2 (10.0)

18 (90.0)

France

4 (10.0)

36 (90.0)

4 (26.7)

11 (73.3)

6 (15.0)

34 (85.0)

Germany

3 (4.8)

59 (95.2)

5 (29.4)

12 (70.6)

8 (12.9)

54 (87.1)

Italy

1 (5.9)

16 (94.1)

1 (14.3)

6 (85.7)

1 (5.9)

16 (94.1)

The Netherlands

2 (10.5)

17 (89.5)

0 (0.0)

19 (100.0)

2 (10.5)

17 (89.5)

Spain

2 (9.5)

19 (90.5)

3 (25.0)

9 (75.0)

4 (19.0)

17 (81.0)

Total

14 (7.3)

165 (92.7)

14 (16.0)

68 (84.0)

23 (12.8)

156 (87.2)

Data are presented as n (%), unless otherwise indicated. HRCT: high-resolution computed tomography; UIP: usual interstitial pneumonia; OLB: open lung biopsy; TLB:
thoracoscopic lung biopsy. #: defined as agreement of the histology and radiology committees with the diagnosis of IPF based on OLB/TLB and thoracic HRCT, or of the
radiology committee when only HRCT scans were available.

DISCUSSION
Two salient findings emerge from the present study. First, the
diagnosis of IPF proposed by a respiratory specialist was
rejected in 12.8% of cases after review of histology and HRCT
by expert committee. Secondly, the mean level of agreement
between the three different HRCT reviewers was 0.40, and
between the two pathology reviewers 0.30.
The diagnostic accuracy of a pulmonary physician in IPF in
relation to the ATS/ERS diagnostic criteria [1] remains to be
established. A confident diagnosis of IPF proposed by a
clinician was confirmed in 87.2% of cases in the present study.
The rejection of the diagnosis was not based on clinical criteria,
a)

Thoracic HRCT
(179 scans)

b)

OLB/TLB
(82 specimens)

Observer A
(n=178)

Observer D
(n=82)

Observer B
(n=171)

Observer E
(n=79)

Observer C
(n=173)

Observer F
(n=14)

but rather on HRCT and/or lung biopsy findings that were not
compatible with the diagnosis of UIP. HUNNINGHAKE et al. [7]
found the probability of a patient being given a confident
diagnosis by the referring clinician to be 81%, similar to the
present results. Although the study of HUNNINGHAKE et al. [7]
represented the first published prospective multicentric study
regarding the level of agreement between clinicians, radiologists and pathologists as to the diagnosis of IPF, it is not clear
from their study on which clinical grounds the diagnosis of IPF
was made, since no clinical or radiological criteria were
provided for the diagnosis of IPF.
The present study also addressed the question of agreement
between histology reviewers in the diagnosis of UIP in view of
the new pathological classification [1]. The interobserver
agreement between the histology reviewers was low, with a
mean kw of 0.30, a level scored as showing fair agreement
following the proposed interpretation of kw of BRENNAN and
100

UIP on OLB/TLB %

Table 3 summarises the level of agreement between the two
pathology reviewers; a kw of 0.30 (95% CI 0.12–0.48) was
calculated. The level of agreement was 0.84 (0.55–1.14) in the
subgroup of those patients in whom the diagnosis of UIP was
not confirmed on HRCT. When the severity of lung function
impairment (forced vital capacity of .60% or ,60% of the
predicted value) was taken into account, no difference in level
of agreement was observed.

80
60
40
20
0
Unlikely

IPF (n=165; 92.7%)

UIP (n=68; 84.0%)

FIGURE 2.
FIGURE 1.

Probable

Very suggestive

UIP on HRCT
The proportion of usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP) diagnosis (h:

Study profile of the a) radiology panel and b) histology panel.

negative; &: positive) on open lung biopsy (OLB)/thoracoscopic lung biopsy (TLB)

Observer F was only solicited when observers D and E disagreed. HRCT: high-

correlated with the degree of confidence of UIP diagnosis on 238 high-resolution

resolution computed tomography; IPF: idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis; OLB: open

computed tomography (HRCT) observations (40 unlikely, 90 probable and 108 very

lung biopsy; TLB: thoracoscopic lung biopsy; UIP: usual interstitial pneumonia.

suggestive).
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Weighted kappa coefficients (kw) between thoracic high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) reviewers#
Mean kw

kw (95% CI)
A versus B

A versus C

B versus C

0.40

0.40 (0.29–0.52)

0.33 (0.23–0.44)

0.46 (0.36–0.56)

Absent

0.41

0.47 (0.03–0.92)

0.24 (-0.21–0.69)

0.52 (0.19–0.86)

Present

0.35

0.35 (0.16–0.54)

0.21 (0.03–0.40)

0.49 (0.33–0.66)

Total
OLB/TLB: UIP

Total reviewed

0.40

0.41 (0.24–0.58)

0.27 (0.11–0.43)

0.53 (0.38–0.67)

0.40

0.40 (0.24–0.56)

0.40 (0.26–0.54)

0.39 (0.26–0.53)

,60% pred

0.40

0.36 (0.16–0.56)

0.33 (0.15–0.51)

0.50 (0.34–0.67)

.60% pred

0.39

0.42 (0.28–0.56)

0.33 (0.20–0.46)

0.43 (0.30–0.56)

TBLB/no biopsy
FVC

CI: confidence interval; OLB: open lung biopsy; TLB: thoracoscopic lung biopsy; UIP: usual interstitial pneumonia; TBLB: transbronchial lung biopsy; FVC: forced vital
capacity; % pred: % predicted. #: each reviewer (A, B and C) scored the HRCT scans as unlikely, probable or very suggestive for the diagnosis of UIP.

SILMAN [14]. The kw ranges 0–1, with 0 indicating only chance
agreement and 1 perfect agreement [14]. NICHOLSON et al. [15]
and CHERNIACK et al. [16] studied levels of agreement between
pathologists for individual histological parameters (e.g. extent
of fibrosis) in biopsy specimens showing UIP, and found kw
ranging 0.56–0.76 and -0.06–0.30, respectively. However, since
their kw were calculated for a different purpose, their results
are not comparable with those of the present study. NICHOLSON
et al. [17] presented another study examining the prognostic
significance of histological patterns of idiopathic interstitial
pneumonia. Slides of 37 lung biopsy specimens with UIP, 28
with NSIP and 13 with desquamative interstitial pneumonia or
respiratory bronchiolitis-associated interstitial lung disease
were reviewed independently by two pulmonary histopathologists. They found an overall kw of 0.49, but the level of
agreement in distinguishing between UIP and NSIP was 0.26.
In view of patient selection, this latter figure is comparable
with the present study. It suggests that distinguishing a UIP or
NSIP pattern based on histology is difficult, and perhaps more
difficult with knowledge of the lobar histopathological
TABLE 3

Weighted kappa coefficients (kw) between
histology reviewers D and E#
Mean kw (95% CI)

Total

0.30 (0.12–0.48)

Thoracic HRCT: UIP
Absent

0.84 (0.55–1.14)

Present

0.16 (-0.03–0.36)

FVC
,60% pred

0.33 (0.05–0.61)

.60% pred

0.28 (0.06–0.50)

CI: confidence interval; HRCT: high-resolution computed tomography; UIP:
usual interstitial pneumonia; FVC: forced vital capacity; % pred: % predicted.
#

: each reviewer (D and E) scored the open lung biopsy or thoracoscopic lung

biopsy specimens as unlikely, probable or very suggestive for the diagnosis
of UIP.
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variability in UIP and NSIP in the same lung [18]. This finding
was confirmed in a recent study [12] in which observer
agreement on UIP as final histological diagnosis of 0.49 and on
NSIP of 0.32 were found.
The level of agreement between the HRCT readers was fair to
moderate [14]. This kw is comparable with those of
MACDONALD et al. [9] and FLAHERTY et al. [3] (table 4), who
compared the interobserver agreement on HRCT for patients
with NSIP and UIP. HUNNINGHAKE et al. [7] found an
interobserver agreement of 0.54. Since the radiological criteria
for the diagnosis of UIP on HRCT were not mentioned in this
latter study, it is not possible to explain the difference between
their kw and those of MACDONALD et al. [9], FLAHERTY et al. [3]
and the present study. Other studies [8, 10, 19, 20], however,
have found a higher level of agreement, but their study
populations and the purposes for which observer variability
were calculated differed significantly from those of the present
study (table 4). AZIZ et al. [21] found an observer agreement of
0.48 on the first-choice diagnosis in a cohort of 131 patients
with diffuse parenchymal lung disease; the kw in the IPF
cohort was 0.50.
It is important to emphasise the fact that radiologists with
differing levels of experience and expertise may interpret
radiographic images differently. The radiologists in the present
study are specialists in thoracic imaging and have extensive
expertise in the interpretation of HRCT scans. Each reader was
blinded to the clinical parameters, and the reading was
performed separately, so that the different readers could not
influence each other. The kw was used to evaluate observer
variability in order to remove that component of agreement
attributable to chance. Although this method of statistical
analysis permits a more accurate assessment of observer
variability than unadjusted data, a kw may underestimate a
high level of agreement [14]. In the present study, the level of
agreement between the different readers was unexpectedly
low. Might this be due to the high prevalence of the disease in
the study population, or might it be observer variation bias?
The interpretation of kw depends upon the prevalence of the
disease, which was high (0.84) in the present study [14]. The
EUROPEAN RESPIRATORY JOURNAL
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Overview of studies addressing interobserver agreement on thoracic computed tomography (CT) in various forms of
pulmonary fibrosis

First author [Ref.]

Year Interobserver agreement

Study population Subjects n Observers n

Comments

k coefficient

GRENIER [10]

WELLS [19]

1991

1993

0.64–0.78

0.58–0.76

COLLINS [8]

1994

0.48

KAZEROONI [20]

1997

0.51–0.83

MACDONALD [9]

2001

0.40

HUNNINGHAKE [7]

2001

0.54

Sarcoidosis

53

Pulmonary fibrosis

33

Histiocytosis X

17

Other ILD

37

Systemic sclerosis

35

IPF

21

Systemic sclerosis

63

IPF
UIP; DIP

3

Definition of IPF unclear

2

Interobserver agreement for grading CT appearance

4

Interobserver agreement for CT pattern type

and change in nature and extent of disease

63
24; 1

4

Interobserver agreement for pattern type in different lobes

NSIP

21

4

Interobserver agreement for NSIP and UIP

UIP

32
4

Interobserver agreement for IPF versus non-IPF;

2

Interobserver agreement for NSIP and UIP

IPF

54

Non-IPF

37

NSIP

23

criteria for IPF diagnosis not mentioned

FLAHERTY [3]

2003

0.43

UIP

73

AZIZ [21]

2004

0.50

DPLD

131

11

Interobserver agreement for first-choice diagnosis of IPF

0.40

UIP

156

3

Interobserver agreement for IPF versus non-IPF;

Non-UIP

23

Present study

IPF patients included following ATS/ERS criteria

ILD: interstitial lung disease; IPF: idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis; UIP: usual interstitial pneumonia; DIP: desquamative interstitial pneumonia; NSIP: nonspecific interstitial
pneumonia; DPLD: diffuse parenchymal lung disease; ATS: American Thoracic Society; ERS: European Respiratory Society.

prevalence of the disease was high because the HRCT scans
and lung biopsy slides were from patients selected by a local
investigator who had already confirmed the diagnosis of IPF to
conform to the ATS/ERS criteria. The higher prevalence of the
disease in the present study population is a possible explanation for the conflicting finding that 67% of histologically
confirmed UIP cases gave HRCT results that were reported as
unlikely. However, this is not astonishing, since a recent
publication reported that 59% of patients with definite or
probable NSIP on CT had a histological diagnosis of UIP [4].
The present authors assume that many of the CT scans that had
been reported as being unlikely for UIP would fulfil the CT
criteria for NSIP.
The results of the present study may evoke concerns about
diagnostic accuracy in IPF. This form of lung fibrosis is a rare
disease, and no single accurate diagnostic test for it exists.
Studies of diagnostic accuracy in IPF are performed mostly in
tertiary referral centres. Even in these studies, significant
interobserver variability exists. In most of these studies, as in
the present one, prior knowledge of the presence of a form of
interstitial lung disease exists, which may incite observer bias
and therefore influence the results in terms of diagnostic
accuracy. The incidence of IPF is low in a general pulmonary
practice. Diagnostic accuracy (i.e. sensitivity and specificity)
also depends upon the prevalence of the disease. A lower
prevalence of disease results in a higher number of false
positive and false negative diagnoses. If very costly therapeutic
options come to market in the future, the only means of
ensuring the greatest possible diagnostic accuracy in IPF is to
refer patients to centres with expertise in pulmonary histology
and thoracic imaging and clinical experience of IPF [22].
EUROPEAN RESPIRATORY JOURNAL

In summary, it has been shown that the accuracy of a clinical
diagnosis of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis is 87.2%. Given that
idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis has such a poor prognosis [2] in
relation to other forms of idiopathic interstitial pneumonia [3],
it was concluded that the use of independent high-resolution
computed tomography and histology panels to ensure accurate
diagnosis of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, as performed in the
Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis International Group Exploring
N-Acetylcysteine I Annual study [13], is extremely valuable
and helps minimise bias. The present study demonstrated that
the use of reviewer panels for radiology and histology in
idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis trials is feasible. It is important
that the clinician knows that an accurate diagnosis of
idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis requires specific expertise that
is available in tertiary referral centres with the close collaboration of histopathologists, radiologists and clinicians.
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